By Victoria Rizo Lenshyn
In fall 1959, when veteran director Slatan Dudow released Verwirrung der Liebe (Love’s Confusion)—a romantic
comedy that focuses on the lives of young people in the new East German socialist state (GDR), founded just ten years
earlier—the film gave audiences much to discuss. For one thing, the film was unlike anything Dudow had ever made.
Already famous in the early 1930s for his signature cinematic collaboration with Bertolt Brecht and Hanns Eisler—
Kuhle Wampe, oder Wem gehört die Welt (Kuhle Wampe, or Who Owns the World, 1932)—Dudow’s films since WWII
had mostly focused on antifascism (Stärker als die Nacht, Stronger than the Night, 1954) or a choice facing postwar
Germany, as he saw it, between the vicissitudes of consumerism in the West (Frauenschicksale, Destinies of Women,
1952) and the redemptive values of hard work in the East (Unser täglich Brot, Our Daily Bread, 1949). So, it is fair to
say that Love’s Confusion, with its lighter, comedic tone—in keeping with the GDR’s late-1950’s attempt to produce
entertainment that could compete with the West—represented a radical diversion from Dudow’s previous work.
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In Love’s Confusion, the lives of two young couples cross when medical student Dieter, who is involved with art
student Sonya, meets and is immediately attracted to the beautiful young factory clerk Siegi at a Fasching (carnival)
party. Siegi’s boyfriend Eddie, a mason, also hails from the working class. While Dieter and Siegi explore their
attraction (nudged on by Sonya), Sonya and Eddie find comfort in each other’s company. At the last minute, however,
this couple swap is perplexingly reversed on the way to town hall, when the two students and the two workers
decide that they were actually much happier with how things used to be and return to each other.
Happy endings and the “opposites attract” trope are nothing new, and they give Love’s Confusion its comedic
angle as the two young men stumble through negotiating their new and old relationships. What is new in Dudow’s
love rectangle are the two self-confident female figures, whose lives are shaped by socialist gender and social
equality, which is evident in their confidence, their actions and their general attitudes toward life. Dudow’s use of
two young actresses with star potential to represent this new socialist woman reflected a shift in Eastern European
film culture in the 1950s, in which “the young women step into life and leave the men behind as representatives
of the old order.”1 Through these two young, liberated, socialist women the film portrays real potential for gender
emancipation, personal growth and the development of the socialist personality.
Dudow’s idealized depiction of a young generation of socialist citizens is embodied in these two female figures,
but they were also performed by two carefully chosen actresses, Annekathrin Bürger (playing Sonya) and Angelica
Domröse (playing Siegi). The similarity of Bürger’s and Domröse’s journeys to stardom is indicative of the GDR’s early
efforts to find fresh, youthful faces to represent the young country and all its potential, especially for GDR youth.
Both women found their breakthrough roles via newspaper announcements soliciting young lay actresses for new
DEFA films; both experienced remarkable success in these roles, despite—or perhaps because of—their lack of
formal training; both altered their names at the behest of the directors who discovered them, in order to create a
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unique, artistic public image; and both women attended the Hochschule für Film und Fernsehen (Academy for Film and
Television) in Potsdam-Babelsberg after enjoying widespread popularity from these early roles. After her initial success
in Eine Berliner Romanze (A Berlin Romance, 1956), Bürger studied acting there from 1956 to 1959, while Domröse
matriculated from 1959-61, after Love’s Confusion. Both actresses later became important GDR stars with a long list of
cinema and television films to their names, including Bürger’s remarkable 1962 role in Frank Beyer’s Königskinder (StarCrossed Lovers) and Domröse’s lead role in Heiner Carow’s 1972 blockbuster film, Die Legende von Paul und Paula (The
Legend of Paul and Paula).
In 1955, Annekathrin Bürger (née Annekathrin Rammelt) was one of thousands of women who responded to
the Neue Berliner Illustrierte announcement, “Young woman wanted for a DEFA-Film!,” for Gerhard Klein’s A Berlin
Romance.2 Although she was originally rejected by Assistant Director Heiner Carow, Klein later saw Bürger’s face on
the cover of the Neue Berliner Illustrierte and recruited her to play the female lead in his film. Klein’s directorial advice
was: “Don’t act, just don’t act. [...] Simply live!” While Klein directed Bürger to simply be herself in front of the camera,
he also encouraged her to change her public name to sound more like an artist’s name. She took her grandmother’s
family name and became known as Annekathrin Bürger.3
In her second major role, as Sonya in Love’s Confusion, Bürger arguably dominates the film. It is Bürger’s Sonya
who drives the narrative and sets the tone. When Sonya befriends Siegi, she irreversibly brings Siegi back into Dieter’s
life; she even orchestrates Dieter and Siegi’s first date, by giving Siegi her own ticket to the symphony. Contemporary
critics understood Bürger’s performance as representing the new socialist woman on the silver screen: an independent,
self-confident female figure, unencumbered by feelings of jealousy or threatened by competition when her boyfriend
acts on his attraction to another woman. In the youth magazine Forum, in December 1959, one critic remarked:
She [Sonya] can afford to act fairly. Simply because of her new sense of equality. What a
difference compared to the young women of the past, whose most important problem was “to
get married” (no job – no wonder)! The figure of Sonya in Love’s Confusion is a new female
figure in our films. It also gave Annekathrin Bürger the best chance yet to prove herself.4
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Bürger’s command performance offered audiences an authentic, steady, emancipated figure who is exemplified by her
self-respect and her generosity towards others.
Sonya comes to her open-minded approach in stages. Her transformation starts with the fateful Fasching party.
After she sees the immediate attraction that Dieter and Siegi feel for each other, audiences observe Sonya hurting and
alone in her apartment. The next evening, however, they see a calm and kind Sonya listening to Dieter without rebuke
or judgement. These qualities set the tone and are expressed through a combination of humor, steady eye contact,
a soft smile and a low, calm voice. This behavior simultaneously allows Sonya to retain her own dignity. She expects
Dieter to listen when she tells him that she cares for him, but won’t subject herself to jealousy and resentment. She tells
him that she’s afraid of losing him and that she had “an awful night;”5 she admits fantasizing about dying so he’d feel
sad. Most importantly, however, she is very direct about the conclusion she has drawn from her night of contemplation
and mourning: “I don’t like jealousy.”6 This decision drives Sonya’s character throughout the film and guides Bürger’s
performance of a young, self-assured woman who takes the lead in helping others navigate the complicated situation.
Despite Bürger’s central role in the film’s narrative, the press focused more on her co-star, Angelica Domröse
(née Angelika Domröse), perhaps because Dudow had offered GDR audiences “A new face…” in the young lay actress.7
Dudow’s vision required the Siegi character to be very different from Sonya. Like Bürger, the seventeen-year-old
Domröse was selected from a large pool of contestants who responded to Dudow’s open call for lay actresses. She had
applied to acting school the year before, but was told she was too young.8 Dudow chose Domröse to play Siegi because
of her youthful beauty and energy, her Berlin dialect and her seeming wide-eyed naïveté.9 GDR film critic Christoph
Funke remarked at the time that Domröse, “fresh and delightfully naive, could play herself, which, while not a bad thing,
[…] didn’t allow [us] to draw any conclusions about her acting talent.”10 This is hardly a criticism of her performance
as Siegi, however, since the announcement in the GDR’s daily Berliner Zeitung had specifically called for a “…young,
happy, pretty girl. Aged 16-20 years old, about 1.6 meters tall. […] A natural being.”11 Clearly an inexperienced lay
actress in comparison to the now professional Annekathrin Bürger, Domröse performed “herself”—lending her Siegi
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character an authenticity that evoked sympathy and identification among young audiences.
In contrast to Bürger’s serene Sonya, Domröse’s Siegi is flighty and prey to her passions—in socialist terms, still a
work in progress. Domröse performs Siegi in a noticeably high-pitched voice and often speaks before listening, which
is meant to show that she acts more impulsively and thoughtlessly than her more contemplative counterpart, Sonya.
Siegi’s role is nevertheless more powerful than either male lead. Returning to the Fasching party scene, we see that it
is Dieter’s confusion about the identity of the girl behind the mask that sets everything in motion. He has been looking
for Sonya, but starts dancing with Siegi. Siegi isn’t confused at all, however; when the music and the dancing stop and
the masks come off, she smiles and asks him, rhetorically, “Am I the wrong one?”12 Faced with this young, attractive
woman, Dieter acts on impulse and decides to spend the evening with her.
The response to Domröse in the press—particularly in youth magazines and newspapers—was overwhelmingly
positive. The youth paper Junge Welt repeatedly credited her with having the film’s leading role because “her
unimaginable naïveté triggers the whole confusion.”13 However, such a reading of Domröse’s role may be overstating
things. Sonya has far more screen time, and her thoughts, words and actions lead the plot. Audiences don’t even meet
Siegi until 19 minutes into the film, and for the first hour she appears only every 10 to 20 minutes, often without a lot of
dialog. Though Siegi’s character eventually takes on heft, the contrast between the two female characters in this first
hour of the film clearly establishes that Bürger’s role is meant to be dominant.
Authorities had problems with the presentation of love and nudity in Love’s Confusion, and began a PR campaign
against the film before its release.14 Despite such efforts, however, audiences responded very positively to the film. One
critic from a Halle newspaper observed that the Fasching party sequence near the start of the film was a huge technical
achievement: “It whirls and twirls in such a confusing way, and new people appear, everyone is singing and dancing and
kissing everywhere, so the eye doesn’t know where to look.”15 Indeed, this masterful extended sequence, lasting more
than eight minutes, distorts the audience’s perspective through a combination of techniques: a constant back-and-forth of
shifting camera perspectives; abrupt changes in musical key signature and tone, which shift with each cut; a somewhat
flat depth perception that fills the frame with colorful dancing and kissing bodies, moving out-of-sync to the music; and
props and costumes, such as carnival distortion mirrors, masks and slides, that confuse the eye.
In December 1959, film critic Winfried Junge questioned marriage itself when he asked: “Why not drive right past
the registrar’s office?”16 Junge is critical of the film’s happy ending—portrayed in part as the inevitability of marriage—
because he feels it “waters down Dudow’s concerns and could lead young people, who are superficial viewers, to draw
questionable generalizations.”17 Junge thus not only critiques the directorial decision to wrap the ending up in a pretty
bow; he also does not trust young audiences to question the neat, definitive conclusion of the film. But while young
audiences found the acting to be authentic, they felt differently about the story itself. Their opinions can be gleaned from
viewers’ responses published in Forum a week later. One critique argued that, “If author Slatan Dudow portrays the
love between workers and students as confusing, then he must allow us to deal with how he confuses the audience.”
Another viewer wrote: “The last sentence of the dialog—’What can I say? They know best.’18—almost provokes the
answer: so, the student suits the student, and the clerk suits the bricklayer.”19 In the year that the Bitterfeld Way began
encouraging creative intellectuals to reach out to workers, this relegating of love to members of the same class would
have seemed reactionary indeed.20
These young viewers’ comments raise questions about the film. What’s so confusing anyway? Is it the idea of
student/worker relationships? Or is it the unpredictable energy of young (heterosexual) love, more generally? For
these viewers, love was not so confusing: students and workers could fall in love, and young people could navigate
complex romantic feelings. Dudow wanted to make a film about this young generation of socialist citizens who had
grown up under socialism, not about the existential threats of war or economic struggle. He was curious about young
peoples’ concerns and wanted to portray a youthful approach to life in 1950s East Germany. What was unique was
that he did this through the portrayal of two strikingly different female figures, who were nevertheless united in their
self-assuredness, their kindness toward each other and a sense of fairness gained only through the kind of economic
security and emancipation provided to women by the socialist state.
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